ABSTRACT. Johnson [1] evaluated the sum d[n [C(d;r)[, where C(n;r) denotes Ramanujan's trigonometric sum. This evaluation has been generalized to a wide class of arithmetical functions of two variables. In this paper, we generalize this evaluation to a wide class of arithmetical functions f several variables and deduce as special cases the previous evaluations.
INTRODUCTION.
In [1] , Johnson evaluated the sum C(d;r) I, where C(n;r) denotes Ramanujan's trigonometric sum. This evaluation has been generalized by Chidambaraswamy and Krishnaiah [2] , Johnson [3] , and Redmond [4] . The generalization given by Chidambaraswamy and Krishnaiah is the most extensive one and contains the other evaluations as special cases. They evaluated the sum where k is a positive integer and s(k)(n;r) S(nlr)= a(a)(r/a)h(/a), a (n,) g and h being given arithmetical functions, being the well-known M6bius function and standing for the greatest common kth power divisor of x and y.
In this paper, we shall evaluate the more extensive sum where P. HAUKKANEN s(k)(nl nu;r)
Here (hi)= (n nu) the greatest common divisor of n n u. 2. RESULTS. 
